To address the design community’s developing sense of style for outdoor kitchens, Danver Stainless Kitchens is offering a collection of cabinet pulls made from solid cast bronze in 5 rich finishes. When combined with the variety of color & door options, a unique style statement can be made with each installation.

Patinas can be applied, or can naturally happen as oxidation occurs. Repeated handling will lead to graceful ware, which is an inherent quality of the bronze. As with any hand-applied patina, color variations should be expected, lending character and distinction to the design. Consider these bronze pulls jewelery for the cabinet.
BAMBOO  CONTEMPORARY  RIDGE  SQUARE FOOT  TWIG

RAW BRONZE

SILICONE BRONZE contains the elements copper, silicon, and zinc resulting in a golden-copper hue.

WHITE BRONZE contains the elements copper, manganese, nickel, and zinc resulting in a silver hue.

W2  MEDIUM PEWTER GRAY PATINA
medium pewter gray patina

WP  POLISHED WHITE BRONZE
polished white bronze, similar to polished nickel

S1  SILICONE BRONZE
burnished silicone bronze, no patina applied

W1  WHITE BRONZE
burnished white bronze, no patina applied.

S3  DARK BROWN PATINA
dark brown patina, similar to an oil-rubbed bronze finish